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e-Generation;  
Generating Canada’s 21st Century 1e-Force. 

 
Oh Canada ! 
On 9 April 1917, Canada came to the world when our Expeditionary Corps seized Vimy. 
Within just three years we had generated and deployed an all-volunteer force of 350 000, 
which was an amazing accomplishment for our young Country, population of 8 million1.  
Today, as we carry-on the legacy of Canada standing along side its friends and allies, and 
as we stand to fight in the war against tyranny in all its forms including a new terrorism2, 
Canada’s Force Generation is plagued with strategic, systemic, cultural, structural issues.  
As military forces in democratic societies are the extension of politics by other means, as 
has framed Clausewitz, part of the strategic challenges will always arise from this reality. 
As such, fostering a national strategic culture is quintessential to affect military strategy3. 
However, the object of this paper is not to study the strategic challenges facing the CF, as 
many policy and military analysts already focus on this specific area of political sciences. 
The object of this paper is rather to study the systemic and following that, the structural 
issues plaguing the CF in the terms of management, upon which we exert great influence. 
 
As during the First World War, the conduct of operations is obviously a great concern to 
our military minds such as is our main focus on the conduct of operations in Afghanistan. 
However, we will argue that the force generation of force packages is indeed more crucial 
to the conduct of operations than the conduct of operations themselves. How can this be? 
This understanding is based on the premise that if we generate optimised force packages, 
trained, equipped and lead properly, we can better manage the inherent risk of operations. 
Or to put it simply: The more we sweat in training the least likely we are to bleed in war, 
and the more relevant is our force posture and packaging, the more effective we will be. 
Additionally, and this is of great interest from a strategic management perspective: If we 
optimize our force packages and CF posture, we are also likely to become more efficient. 
That is to say that within limited resources, we must be efficient to actually be effective, 
or in other words: We must objectively optimise our organisational outputs and outcome. 
In this view, operations or force employment only constitute the third order output of the 
Defence strategic management continuum, which is the Canadian Force (CF) value chain. 
Force generation is the second CF output while force development is the first CF output. 
This value chain of outputs creates together the CF organisational outcome, which is that 
Canada and its interests are defended, which is also distinct from the corporate outcome 
of the Department of National Defence, whom is clearly the extension of our government.  
 
The fundamental idea of this paper is to optimise CF operational effectiveness. However, 
acknowledging our limited resources, this can only happen if we also optimise efficiency.   
Our force generation is a paradox between traditional bureaucracy and new management, 
and as such this paradox creates organisational friction through coordination and red tape. 
In light of the contemporary operating environment and the imperative for CF operational 
effectiveness, we simply cannot afford, both in a leadership and management perspective, 
to waste our precious CF resources on anything unrelated to our higher sense of purpose. 
In essence, this paper will propose that optimised objective operational effectiveness can 
only be achieved through optimised objective organisational efficiency. Force Generation 
is certainly the area most affected by this modern military strategic management paradox. 
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Strategic Management 
The force generation of militaries in general is composed of three macro level-processes: 
Recruiting, Individual Training and Collective Training, that culminates in Confirmation. 
These three processes come together in a system of sorts, which serves to generate forces.  
In terms of the Defence strategic management continuum4, Force Development precedes 
Force Generation, while Force Employment follows as the output of the CF value chain. 
Force Sustainement is composed of many corporate activities supporting the value chain, 
such as Human Resources (Mil & Civ), Information Technology, Material, Infrastructure. 
However, Force Development, Force Generation and Force Employment do not simply 
happen in the absence of Force Management; a view typically held by ‘naïve operators’. 
Indeed, if leadership is the art of influencing or motivating in the direction to objectives, 
management is the science of moving and incrementally advancing in that very direction.  
Hence, many of the modern challenges facing the CF have more to do with management 
than with leadership: It is often not a question of vision or direction, but of getting there. 
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The challenge, one would say, is we never get enough input or income from politicians 
and therefore, we should try to influence and motivate our politicians in giving us more. 
This is called strategic leadership and one could venture as far as saying that it infringes 
on that universally & democratically accepted principle of civilian control over militaries. 
In contrast to common thought, we would argue that we will never get enough of what we 
want, and thus, we need to do a better job of achieving our objectives with what we have. 
This is called strategic management and contrary to strategic leadership, at which we are 
getting better, strategic management is a fundamental strategic weakness within the CF. 
In this perspective, we still have an unproven track record as our great military leaders 
have traditionally focused on leading with vision and less on managing with foresight.  
Sic: Vision without execution is like a daydream, as much as leadership without sound 
management is like a party: You may get high on a vision but feel the pain the next day. 
Today, we are essentially feeling the cumulative effect of too many vision parties, so we 
basically need to admit it in order to start right now with rehabilitation. And it will hurt! 
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Reality Check 
As citizen, we like to think that our tax dollars are spent on the right things the right way. 
So it would be a legitimate question to ask for the best possible return on our investment 
in all governmental programs including those tax dollars going to the Defence of Canada. 
With a Canadian Force of some 65 000 members at present, one could factor an overhead 
ratio of say 20% to account for the corporate headquarters, say another 20% for training, 
say even 20% for taking care of our people, the garrisons and the other core equipment,  
and expect the remaining 40% of the CF to contribute directly to the Defence of Canada. 
Basic mathematics will demonstrate that this 40% of operational forces equals 26 000 and 
one could further expect a minimum of 60% of the 26 000 to be composed of land forces. 
So, mathematically available today for operational employment within all the Canadian 
Force should be around 15 600 soldiers, and if we accept the standing assumption that a 
ratio of one deployed must be complemented by one training and one who just returned, 
mathematically equals, available today for deployment right now anywhere, some 5 200. 
 
Please note that these are only land forces (i.e-Soldiers) and that an additional 10 400 are 
generated for the naval, air and special forces, and that these exclude an overheadquarters 
cadre of some 13 000 military (excluding the civilian force), 13 000 as training cadre and 
an additional 13 000 military cadre in-garrison sustaining people, ships, trucks, planes etc 
Furthermore, this calculation only factors Regular Force strength of 65 000 at present and 
does not account for an additional 30 000 Reserve Force and some 30 000 Civilian Force. 
In short, with a deployed effective of 2 500 in Afghanistan5 and 177 in other places6 in 
the World today, Canadians should expect the CF to take on another similar Operation. 
However, since rotations are deployed on a six month basis, 5 200 are deployed annually. 
Nonetheless, the real question is: Why does a 65 000 force only produce 5 200 outputs? 
Furthermore, why is only 40% of the entire Canadian Force employed in the value chain, 
in Force Generation and Force Employment, while the remaining 60% is mostly support? 
Explanations such as Military Manning Overhead (MMO), Basic and Advanced Training 
Lists (BTL & ATL), Left-out-of-battle (LOB) and medical ratios might account for some, 
but there clearly either is a mathematical enigma at play or significant systemic issues... 
 
Counter-arguments could be raised against the percentages and assumptions we set above 
and some would challenge the 20% set for the headquarters, training and garrison cadres.            
The more fundamental issue however is that, regardless of the conceptual categorisations 
made above for the purpose of demonstration, nevertheless 60% of the Canadian Force is 
not being effectively used in the value chain that serves to define its very ‘raison d’être7’. 
Furthermore, an additional 15% of the Canadian Force, mainly from the land force, is in 
the value chain as we have defined it (40% of operational forces) but affects no outcome. 
As Canadian citizen, knowing what you know now, the next question is: What the heck? 
Although one must agree that these calculations are simplistic at best, they nonetheless do 
us great favour, by highlighting part of the systemic issues this paper proposes to redress. 
Indeed, the Canadian Force is quite simply too fat as an organisation. As with fat, most of 
it has to do with neglect and poor discipline. Fundamentally, it is a matter of low morale. 
Having strategically perceived the last decade passively where the military was subject to 
the poor will of politicians, this excuse has led to great neglect in our own house keeping. 
Interestingly, management comes from the French “ménager” and implies housekeeping. 
And strategic management is all about making optimal and hard house keeping choices. 
So, now that you know, you probably wonder where is all that fat we can at right away!  
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Force Development  
Before actually getting to where all the fat is, simply for the purpose of cutting some fat, 
we need to strategically determine what it is the Canadian Force should set out to do for 
Canada and from that objective design an optimal force package to produce this outcome. 
Everything remaining thereafter could be considered as organisational overheadquarters, 
although as with organisms, a healthy degree of good fats is not necessarily a bad thing. 
The idea therefore is to cut only those organisational trans fats, left after transformation, 
or in other words, to rationalize the new Canadian Force posture before consolidating it.  
 
In the eyes of our clients, the citizens of Canada, represented by democratically elected 
representatives in charge of running government for and on behalf of these stakeholders, 
it is the Security and Defence of Canada in which they are really interested and this, only 
to the degree necessary to protect and preserve our great Canadian standard of living and 
all that comes with that. Understanding this is a matter of pragmatism and of a strategic 
culture that sets the government and the military side-by-side in the service of Canadians. 
Influencing and mobilising Canadians and their elected representatives in investing more 
in Defence is a matter of strategic leadership, which in essence is the business of politics. 
As for the military, as an essential institution of democracy serving under our Parliament, 
both as the Legislative - National Defence Act - and Executive branches of Government, 
we should be primarily concerned with running the Business; Leading from within, but 
more fundamentally, with housekeeping; Managing in order to be efficient and effective. 
In running the business, our strategic objective is simply to Defend Canada and interests. 
However, if defending Canada is relatively straight forward, the paradox lying herein is 
that Canadian national interests still largely remain undefined by our strategic leadership.  
 
Thus, this strategic objective of defending Canada and its interest is not very helpful in 
determining the optimal Canadian Force posture and designing military force packages. 
The next best thing to having an upfront and explicit determination of national interests, 
is to proceed with a strategic analysis of our operating environment in order to define the 
possible packages required to defeat plausible threats (not all possible threats), which by 
the nature of the process, will also serve to determine the limitations to CF capabilities… 
This process is called Force Development and basically starts with the thoughtful analysis 
of the future security environment (FSE8) and carries on with capability-based planning9. 
It then proceeds into doctrine development and experimentation before becoming reality. 
The challenge with this system of force development is to define first without designing; 
that is to disconnect from the present state of affairs and determine the future, if possible. 
A further challenge with this system is of designing capabilities by estimating the course 
of action and matching possibly unlimited ends with limited means within time & space. 
A final challenge of this system is to determine ways, through doctrine and experiments. 
Obviously, this macro-process is haphazard at best, based on our best educated guesses. 
 
Events in the future are not knowable with absolute certainty in advance. They are partly 
probable and partly chance. Developmental constructs are aids in the task of clarifying 
goals, noting trends and estimating future possibilities10 and developing CF capabilities. 
An alternative approach to Force Development would seek to establish operational force 
packages, employable in a number of plausible scenarios but based on the analysis of the 
future security environment, and to proceed directly with 360o experimentation before 
further development work is conducted on doctrine or on capabilities. In fact, this cycle 
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should be brought down to three-years and be based on lessons learned from operations, 
such as those emerging from our current commitment in Afghanistan. It would favour a 
spiral approach to development11, doing away with 10-15 years development cycle times.  
 
Lessons Learned 
One of the key features of the contemporary operating environment (COE12), one of the 
highlights of the future security environment (FSE) is the emergence of fourth generation 
warfare13. Beyond the three blocks war first coined by General Krulak14, Commandant of 
the United States Marines Corps, and beyond the three Ds of Defence, Diplomacy and 
Development15, fourth generation war is really about the metaphysical aspects of warfare. 
Indeed, fourth generation warfare brings the battle space into new realms where military 
force is only supporting other elements of national power, which are leading in the fight. 
Case in point for example is the global fight against organised narco-traffic criminality,   
a war as important as the war against terrorism but parallel, with network ramifications. 
Each has reinforcing effects upon the other but requires fundamentally different abilities. 
Understanding this emerging and complex environment requires leaders with foresight, 
but more importantly, requires great managers with the wherewithal to manage effects. 
The implication for the CF is that unconventional warfare that was traditionally known 
more intimately by special operations forces: Countering insurgency, guerrilla, terrorism, 
proliferation, subversion, sabotage, espionage, narcocriminals; have become the norm16. 
Simply put, this means in essence that a conventional approach has become obsolete; that 
is until a new Phoenix rises and becomes a global counterweight to American hegemony. 
 
Thus, for the near an foreseeable future, with the fundamental objective to defend Canada 
in mind, the CF must adapt its posture rapidly in order to pre-empt potential antagonists 
from seizing the initiative and becoming actual threats, either to Canada or our interests. 
An illustration of this would be the potential role the CF could play at home assisting the 
local police forces training to fight against organised criminal elements like street gangs. 
Or, the expended role the CF could play along our borders, countering illegal activities, 
including cybernetic and counter-drug operations to assist our border guards and police.  
However, these possibilities are currently hampered by our organisational posture and by 
the sheer absence of the cultural mindset and thus, of the abilities set for responsiveness. 
The challenge as such, is of matching the plausible scenarios to potential force packages 
in the first instance and in the second, of optimising our objective organisational outputs. 
Hence, lessons learned in the current contemporary operating environment, that is in the 
real world today, not in an idealised version or vision, must now be applied expediently.  
 
Such lessons point namely to the fact that adhocratic structures do not work in combat, 
precisely because cohesion is the cement that holds the force together, making it strong. 
The impact of this simple lesson is far-reaching and fundamental to our military posture, 
that is only if we are professional about it and pursue its roots down to their core issues.  
Namely, it points to the main defect of our Force Generation system, where traditional 
units are generated only to be deconstructed a few precious months before a new adhoc 
structure, a Joint Task Force, is established to be deployed under our Force Employment. 
Another such lesson is ironically, bringing us back to basics, where every member of the 
CF is first and foremost an e-Soldier17. This reinforces a basic military qualification now 
made mandatory for each and every CF member, but also points to the relative weakness 
of that same qualification in making an all-round Soldier out of the average CF-member. 
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Also, non-kinetic operations demonstrate crucial in our counter-insurgency operations18, 
as much as they prove necessary overall in fourth generation warfare, but our generation 
system has not yet proven able and/or willing to adapt to these modern realities of fourth 
generation warfare. Time is of the essence as lessons are often learned at great sacrifices. 
 
Regimental Bureaucracy 
The challenge with our current Regimental Bureaucracy can be traced in these next lines: 
A formal rationally organised social structure involves clearly defined patterns of activity 
(or processes) in which, every series of actions is functionally related to the purpose of 
the organisation. Formality, which is integrated with the distribution of authority within 
the system, serves to minimise friction by restricting official contact (or coordination) to 
modes, which are previously defined by the rules of the organisation; ideal bureaucracy19. 
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Our regimental system certainly is a formal rationally organised social structure that also 
involves clearly defined patterns of activity, fitting in with the definition of bureaucracy. 
However, herein lies the challenge: Every series of actions are not functionally related to 
the purpose of the organisation that constitutes National Defence and the Canadian Force. 
Indeed, Regiments in so far as we analyse them in the real state of affairs today and not in 
historical context as they where first established as we know them in the British sense20, 
indirectly and not functionally relate to the purpose of defending Canada and its interests.  
As such, they only serve to support individual and collective training to a certain degree, 
and this only in-garrison for as soon as a mission is assigned, a Task Force is generated21. 
The dilemma is that in large organisations with complex interrelations between members, 
a restricted span of control inevitably produces excessive red tape. Indeed, each contact 
between organisation members must be carried up until a common superior is found22. 
This is typical of a very hierarchical posture as is our Regimental system, whereas our 
Task Forces are actually closer to horizontal, network and operational effects postures23.  
This is also more consistent with our informal organisation and with information flows. 
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Furthermore, formality is disintegrated when we transition from the regimental system to 
the operational system and then back to the regimental system following our operations, 
which basically does not serve to restrict friction through official contact or coordination.  
This entails significant costs in transiting between these two structures, as numerous new 
formal authorities must be established expediently, so incurring bureaucracy and friction. 
Administrative efficiency demands the elimination of all possible institutional friction24, 
but more to the point: Our military operational effectiveness imperative also demands it. 
Hence, Regiments as we know them today, have simply become bureaucratic overweight, 
which at the current pace of our operations we cannot afford to carry yet alone to support. 
They do not align directly with our higher sense of purpose, as they are more self-serving.  
“Those seeking self-preservation are little concerned with guarding a democratic ideal25”. 
 
Regiments however still have an important psycho-sociological role to play in operations, 
that is if we think through what it is Regiments where originally intended to foster in Ops. 
Indeed, group / team cohesion, as generated through collective training as we fight, is the 
cement that holds the individuals within the groups / teams and the groups / teams as One. 
Regiments have always been but a means to achieve this end of defending the nation, by 
maximising the operational effectiveness of soldiers within the combat units, via morale. 
Regiments in their original context where a way of boosting camaraderie and of fostering 
esprit de corps within the Regiment, which lead to anecdotal stories between Regiments.  
However, esprit de corps and informal social organisation, which typically develops in 
such situations, often leads the personnel to defend their entrenched interests rather than 
to assist their clientele and elected higher officials26; this holds true with our Regiments.  
 
This illustrates the defensive informal organisation that tends to arise whenever there is 
an apparent threat to the integrity of the group. Indeed, vested interests oppose any new 
order. This is undoubtedly involved in our bureaucratic resistance to change25. Esprit de 
corps, which joins the officials into a solidary in-group26, thus becomes old corruption... 
As historical events became our institutionalised heritage, Regiments became hereditary 
to the point where today, most having served or serving within them can’t see otherwise.  
Pragmatism however has made for an interesting if not challenging paradox within the 
Canadian Force context, where thanks to good judgement, Task Forces have arisen to 
supplement and complement our traditional regimental system, now proven incomplete. 
Thus, within new Task Forces, the Regiments and Battalions where reinforced with all 
those essential combat enablers without which, success in the contemporary operating 
environment and in the emerging fourth generational warfare, cannot be fully achieved.  
 
Hence, Task Forces have become the modus operandi for most if not all of our Canadian 
Force expeditionary deployments and our domestic employments since Somalia in 1992. 
However, cultural resistance and in some instances, corruption of the Regiments by those 
honoraries holding political influence for their interests, have up to present prevented the 
fundamental transformation of our regimental bureaucracy into an operational system and 
only force generation today is still plagued by the traditions of our 1914-1917 Regiments. 
“If the democratic process is to continue, it must be guarded, not simply by exhorting the 
citizen to his duty, but by making guardianship & stewardship part of the official’s duty27”. 
 
Militaries stand or fall according to the ability to maintain and reinforce military culture28, 
but the real question is much more fundamental: Do we have the right operational culture?  
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In Burke’s almost echolalic phrase: People may be unfitted by being fit in an unfit fitness29.  
Put another way: Are we not striving to make a bureaucratic culture become operational? 
That is to say that our Regiments where once great and that they where the best regimen 
back in 1914-18 and in 1939-45, but that they are the wrong regimen for the 21st Century.  
Our new 21st Century regimen ought to be full-spectrum, 360o, 24/7, all arms and enablers.  
Hence, our new structure ought to become our Task Forces; call them our New Regiments. 
But “to affix the label new to anything is risky business; the risk is doubled when newness 
is attributed to ideas, thoughts, concepts, paradigms or theories. Parts of the new in public 
administration would be recognized by Plato, Hobbes, Machiavelli, Hamilton, Jefferson… 
The newness is in the way the fabric is woven, not necessarily in the threads being used30”. 
 
Furthermore, Regiments in the Reserve Force are composed of too many overheadquarters 
that ought to be integrated in new Domestic Task Forces; call them Territorial Regiments31. 
Units, the strength of company-groups, would be integrated into these new standing units. 
We could further offset our current reserve brigade headquarters to Territorial Regiments, 
the more strategic point being that for optimisation, all elements must be part of solution, 
and that a comprehensive lasting solution cannot be achieved without a holistic approach. 
This clearly points to our paradox of Regimental Bureaucracy versus Operational Posture. 
In seeking to objectively optimise our operational effectiveness, we must fundamentally 
adapt our organisational posture as to strategically reach an optimised objective outcome.   
 
Operational Posture  
Now for all those soldiers who committed their lifetime to the service of this country, this 
is the ultimate test of loyalty: What is our optimal and objective organisational output? Or 
in other words: What is it the CF produces for Canada, in order to optimize our Defence?  
We could simply state that we produce force packages to respond to different scenarios 
and that we conduct effective operations by efficiently managing / optimizing resources. 
To most Canadians, save for those keenly interested in military history and heritage, our 
structure is one of the least of their concerns amongst healthcare, education, environment.  
The matter of fact is even more blunt: The government has not imposed a force structure, 
with the notable exception being the legislated unification of the Canadian Force in 1967. 
The government certainly approves our structure through Ministerial organisation orders 
but for the most part in recent times, these have largely been determined by our military.  
In other words, we can exert great influence over how we conduct and manage business, 
as opposed to what business we will conduct. So if our Force Development is done right, 
with strategic foresight, scenario-based planning can considerably limit the potential risk 
by designing a new operational posture based on plausible scenarios for force packaging.  
 
Establishing a reasonable number of plausible scenarios for the potential employment of 
force packages, for example for another ‘Afghanistan’, which according to experts is but 
a matter of time in Southeast Asia, would enable force generation to fundamentally adapt.    
A modularised force design would allow for force packages to be tailored to the demand, 
while ensuring a degree of organisational stability, which at present simply does not exist.  
Furthermore, this points to the fact that the CF’s core business is exclusively on the side 
of the offer of force packages (determination of which is most entirely up to the military) 
and not on the demand (determination of which is essentially a matter for our politicians). 
So to put it simply, we can shape our organisational posture to best align it with potential 
force packages to be offered according to plausible scenarios and this, most objectively. 
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Indeed this is where the corruption argument comes: If we force develop and if we force 
generate according to hereditary biases and historically pre-determined answers, we are 
being too subjective in the determination of our organisational ouput: Hence, corrupted. 
 
How to avoid corruption, which leads to in-fighting for all resources (of which there will 
never be enough, so let’s get over it) and to lengthy strategic discussions about the color 
of berets and which cap-badge should have command over other disgruntled cap-badges, 
is quite simply a matter of getting back to fundamentals: Our sense of common purpose, 
that is to defend Canada, taking a more objective approach to finding an optimal posture.  
Let’s take Afghanistan as a plausible scenario that should drive force development and 
force packaging: What is our current deployed effective, posture and composition there? 
This should become the basis from which to reverse engineer, if we accept it as plausible 
scenario for a potential force packaging to be employed or deployed, at home or abroad. 
It is tailored to the real security environment and based on hard lessons learned recently 
and as such, force development and packing needs to be pretty adaptive and responsive. 
 
If we look at our systemic issues objectively and cut through the numerous layers of the 
accepted institutional rhetoric (polite term for bullshit), our Regiments today within the 
Afghan context, are nothing more than sponsors on our team helmets. Now don’t get me 
wrong: You always need great sponsors for your team, but the team is not the sponsors. 
Regiments have become political in-fighting instruments as they bread more corruption. 
Furthermore, we do not deploy Regiments as we must complement and supplement our 
Battalions with many other crucial enablers in this new fourth generational battle space. 
Indeed, a ‘pure-blood infantry battalion’ as one brigade commander put it, would not be 
able to operate in Afghanistan without essential team players such as engineers, medics. 
So the rhetoric about us versus them within the Canadian Force simply has to be stopped, 
which is the product of regimental self-justification and of harmful occupational fights... 
 
Adherence to rules, originally conceived as a means, becomes transformed into an end-in-
itself; there occurs the familiar process of displacement of goals, whereby an instrumental 
value becomes a terminal value32. This displacement of goals is symptomatic of regiments 
which where originally established to foster the esprit de corps for rather linear battlefields. 
Discipline, readily interpreted as conformance with regulations, whatever the situation, is 
seen not as a measure designed for specific purposes but becomes an immediate life value. 
This strong emphasis, resulting from the displacement of the original goals, develops into 
rigidities and an inability to adjust readily. Formalism, and even ritualism, then ensues32.  
Thus, instrumental values, ways and means, like Regiments, become terminal values; ends. 
These are characteristics of our Regiments today and have instituted their self-justification. 
Even today’s new 21st Century recruits, e-Soldiers, are acculturated in these old regimens. 
Interestingly, Veblen’s concept of ‘trained incapacity’, Dewey’s notion of ‘occupational 
psychosis’, Warnotte’s view of ‘professional deformation’32; all point to our dysfunctions. 
Several means, both in theory and in practice are utilised to modify traditional hierarchy: 
The first, perhaps best known is the project or matrix technique33, similar to Task Forces.     
 
Integrated Posture  
Reflecting on our current operational commitment in Afghanistan, Regiments have now 
become nothing more and nothing less, than sponsors of our proud occupational groups. 
This is even more so in the case of the Reserve Force where regimental councils and the 
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like serve mainly to decorate mess diners and to secure some form of politicised support. 
From a very pragmatic and operational perspective however, it is the combined outcome 
of all the team players, integrated together within task forces, our new regimental system, 
which produces the cohesive combat effectiveness so essential out there, outside the wire.  
“The evils of bureaucracy are the product of staff isolation and interest specialisation34”, 
which is essentially the effect our current regimental in-garrison posture is having on us. 
Not that specialisation or indeed professionalism are not required, but that integration is 
quintessential to deliver those decisive effects as to optimise operational effectiveness35.  
 
Let’s take on a great Canadian icon: Hockey. Imagine that we would have hockey teams 
today composed of the following: One team made up of all the centers from the current 
teams, another team made up of all the wings, one made up of all the defences, one team 
made up of all the goalies and finally, one team made up of all the benchers. We could 
call the center team - infantry battalion, the wing team – armoured or engineer regiment, 
the defence team – artillery regiment, the goal team – service battalion, field ambulance 
and finally, the bench team – reserve battalion or regiment. Do you see systemic issues? 
No team could possibly play a hockey game structured of the sorts and there would be 
great collective training sessions to make sure ‘teams’ would play along well each other. 
And organising one way at home only to reorganise each time we play away doesn’t cut 
it. Ironically, this is the structure of our Army today, as brigades, regiments & battalions, 
but within the current operating environment, Task Forces are the closest to real hockey.  
 
Hence, battle groups and combat teams should not be adhoc postures but the real ones as 
it is impossible to envisage such a disintegrated hockey team, yet alone our combat force. 
This analogy summarizes the key systemic issue surrounding our regimental bureaucracy.   
Hence, the argument is not to the effect that Regiments are dead, but that our old regimen 
are the not the ones that we need in the current and contemporary operating environment.  
If Task Forces are what we employ / deploy, then why not generate and train as we fight? 
Essentially there is an overwhelming imperative to operationally integrate as 1e-Force36. 
Indeed, since we generate to traditional structures up to and including collective training, 
but since we then break those down almost to the individual level, often picking people 
by name to re-generate an adhoc Task Force or Battle-Group that has not trained as one37, 
which then must be re-grouped, re-doctrined and re-trained up to including its validation, 
and since we also produce the desired outcome of defending Canada through this output, 
that is by employing and deploying Joint Task Forces and other adhoc tailored structures, 
then what is the point of generating along our obsolete regimental and occupational lines? 
 
Afghan Transformation 
Let’s analyse more closely the case of Canada’s operational commitment in Afghanistan, 
where we note: Canadians are demonstrating a great degree of professionalism in combat. 
“The Canadian soldiers, and supporting sailors, airmen and airwomen, are well educated, 
well-trained, well-equipped and well-led, and are committed and dedicated to their tasks. 
This excellence in training and dedication by CF personnel was demonstrated during Op 
MEDUSA, the Canadian-led two-week operation in the Panjwayi district of Kandahar38”. 
This is a great tribute to men and women who have served and are serving in Afghanistan, 
but it is also an acknowledgment of the Task Force posture adopted for this real operation. 
Without the team effort and indeed, the effect of an integrated combat team, based on all 
those crucial players needed to deliver decisive effects, Op MEDUSA’ success would not 
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have been possible. Excellence in training was of training this integrated Task Force based 
on an infantry-battalion group that however, integrated those crucial combat enablers such 
as reconnaissance, intelligence, engineers, communicators, logisticians, medics, CIMIC etc. 
The success of our current operations in Afghanistan ironically points to the very weakness 
of our force generation system, which is the legacy of our overweight bureaucratic Rubik®. 
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Reflect for a moment on the coordination activities to transit between these two structures 
and thus, the important transaction costs doing so. Each time we send troops to operations 
overseas, we deconstruct regimental structures in order to reconstruct task forces. It is not 
hard to see that this situation simply does not make sense. Imagine what we would need to 
do to reduce those transaction costs in order to achieve an objective and optimised output.  
Thus, we must redesign this posture based on the common understanding of our purpose, 
reverse engineering from the output currently employed in Afghanistan to force develop 
and then to force generate a new Canadian Force posture, based on this real life scenario. 
As such, we should waste no time with conceptual discussions about the structure of our 
force as we are not concerned with idealistic positions but with realistic effective people. 
We need not design around ideals but around reality, accepting our current state of affairs 
as the first step in making those tough strategic management (or house keeping) choices. 
We could namely already design a generic CF force package for employment anywhere, 
and from our offer of potential force packages then redesign the Canadian Force posture. 
After all, it is only a matter of time before the call will come to take on a new mission… 
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This is not about political or strategic leadership. This is about strategic management. 
This is about fundamentally fixing today, setting a better foundation for our tomorrow. 
However in doing so, we will have done our people in uniform the best possible service 
and have forged tomorrow’s next generation of strategic managers, thinkers and leaders. 
Forget about planning for tomorrow if the foundation we are laying today will not stand. 
We do not have enough resources to realize all our daydreams, so we basically need to 
manage our expectations and our actual resources, in order to make it through the day. 
Bigger, as leaner, is not always better. It’s really about becoming much more smarter.   
 
Hence, most would agree that we ought to train as we fight, which we currently do adhoc 
and which is a big disfavour to the great men and women serving Canada in CF uniform. 
Furthermore, most would agree that adhoc does not work, as we use up the few precious 
months before an operational deployment to coordinate and manage not only the fog and 
friction of the theatre of operations, but more to the point, our own self-imposed friction, 
which arises from transforming a regimental in-garrison posture into an operational one...  
We basically need to optimize our force posture, which has fundamental implications on 
the regimental system, our way of managing individual and collective training as well as 
the entire posture of the Canadian Force. We need to objectively optimize our structure 
and adopt permanently standing task forces constructed of combat team company groups.  

 
“The U.S. Army is changing the way it fights, a paradigm shift more significant than   

the 20th Century’s introduction of the tank and the helicopter39”. 
 
Most importantly, we need to optimise, think through the way we manage business. 
We need to focus quite literally on our core business, military distinctive competencies, 
in order to make those tough housekeeping choices to fundamentally fix our Force. As 
such, dreaming of a more idealistic posture and working-up new establishments, as well 
as complaining to the public and politicians that we do not have enough, assumes that we 
are doing those things that we are asked to do in the best possible way: Quite a challenge!  
Hence, we need to revisit those implicit and institutional assumptions, those paradigms, 
that shape each and every decision and discussion happening within the Canadian Force 
and bring them back to their core issues, i.e.: If we need soldiers then let’s shape soldiers. 
We need to do away with those numerous layers of institutional rhetoric and quite simply 
think through objectively in order to optimise our organisational outputs and its outcome.    
 
Objective Optimisation 
There are two fundamental meaning of efficiency: The philosophical one is the notion of 
energy, force or cause (purpose). The scientific one is the idea of proportion, or of a ratio. 
Both senses are often used undistinguished: efficient then becomes synonym of competent, 
productive or capable40, which interestingly, leads right into development of capabilities...  
The efficiency of administration is measured by the ratio of the effects actually obtained 
(real outcomes) with the available resources (inputs), to the maximum effects possible 
(maximal or ideal outcomes) with the available resources (inputs) equals one: Optimum. 
Effects (or outcomes) as used above includes any effort, performance or result while the 
resources (or inputs) as used above comprehends money, effort or performance required41. 
 Optimal Efficiency = Real Outcomes / Inputs = 1 

                   Max Outcomes / Inputs 
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However, efficiency has more to do with optimising our limited resources, while optimal 
effectiveness (also called adequacy) aims to maximise the attainment of the governmental 
objectives (assuming that they have been agreed upon) by the efficient employment of the 
limited resources that are available42. Hence the overall formula to the effect that optimal 
operational effectiveness for the Canadian Force, can only be achieved through optimised 
organisational efficiency, thus leading to the dictum that each and every round must count.  
We formulated in essence the same thesis in a prior paper: 1e-Force42.  Indeed, because of 
the finite nature of resources, a balanced degree of efficiency will always be forerunner to  
a balanced degree of effectiveness. Thus effectiveness is the outcome of efficiency but 
efficiency is not necessarily an outcome of effectiveness. Simply put, effective CF military 
operations would not be possible without good strategic management of defence resources.    
But our current posture self-imposes too much organisational friction; an analogy would be 
like saying that we must first fight the bureaucratic war in order to then fight the real war. 
This situation is unacceptable in 2007! We need to minimize all our institutional friction! 
 
“As such, the descriptive or objective notion of efficiency is valid and useful, but only 
within a framework of consciously held values. It is clear that efficiency as a designation 
for the ratio between energy or potentiality on the one hand, and effects or results on the 
other hand is legitimate and useful. But it should also be clear that effects or results (also 
called outcomes) is a normative description. One or more of the terms of the ratio is loaded 
with human purpose. Indeed, if it where not for the element of purpose, it would not occur 
to anyone to apply the notion of ratio to the relations among any particular phenomena43”.  
In other words, outcomes are largely value-dependant and there is a necessity to first and 
foremost define and determine the objective outcomes expected based on a higher purpose.  
Indeed, as Dwight Waldo put it: “We hold that efficiency cannot itself be a terminal value. 
Things are either efficient or inefficient for given purposes, and efficiency is contextual44”. 
Cost utility or cost benefit analysis is the chief technique for attempting to understand the 
results of the distributive process. As such, take for example McNamara’s justifications for 
decisions based on cost-utility in the U.S. Department of Defence. These justifications were 
generally urged on the basis of substantive military criteria. The new public administration 
(management), is thus less concerned with the Department of Defence than with Defence45. 
As such, optimal organisational efficiency serves the purpose of operational effectiveness 
and in order to optimise our defence outputs and outcome, we must objectively transform.  
So how many overheadquarters do we really need to manage our core essential business? 
How then would force generation happen in regards to individual and collective training? 
 
Operational Design 
Back in 1992, General John De Chastelain said that: “There comes a point beyond which 
you cannot reduce your overhead no matter how lean you want to be, and no matter how 
mean you want to be. Certain things have to get done and you need the people in the right 
place to do them46”. Although in general terms, we would certainly agree with this view, 
the issue is that this does not question whether we need to do these things that we are in 
fact doing diligently and professionally at the expense of CF efficiency and effectiveness. 
Although we must acknowledge that at least 15% of the CF is not directly producing any 
output even though it finds itself in the value chain, perhaps for medical or other reasons, 
nonetheless 60% of the CF is conceptually employed around the value chain, in support. 
In redesigning an optimal and objective operational posture to generate our CF outcome, 
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we fundamentally need to challenge the essence of this organisational overheadquarters. 
Transforming our way of seeing things and of doing business is key to find efficiencies 
that would directly affect positively our overall objective CF operational effectiveness:   
 “If we are going to produce forces that meet the requirements of our country, that can 
demonstrate to the public that doesn’t know Reserve from Regular, or part-time from 
full-time, and doesn’t care, then the bottom line has to be efficient armed forces. If we 
have to make some changes that are tough and that violate our idea of history, so be it47”. 
Hence, our new regimental posture must be based on integrated - optimised Task Forces 
and in so generating, we should not concern ourselves about establishments and positions 
in an idealised sense, such as dreaming of 12 infantry battalions while we really have 648. 
Hence, our three currently standing mechanised brigade groups would become six Task 
Forces: Three domestic and three expeditionary, while of our four land force areas, three 
would become HQs for domestic Task Forces, the Navy becoming two HQs for Atlantic 
and Pacific DJTF, the Air Force becoming the HQ of the Central Domestic Task Force. A 
leaner and meaner Canadian Force Headquarters would integrate our multilevel overhead.   

Maj J.C.A.E. Dion
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1 Year 
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In every aspect of an integrated perspective, this constitutes our real maximal output and 
one could even argue that, considering key enablers / specialists i.e.: engineers & medics, 
generating two expeditionary task forces in one-year cycles is pushing our CF capacity49. 
Nonetheless, taking into account our current CF effective and our regeneration capacities, 
two ETFs is the most reasonable yearly output, that is only if we integrate and optimise... 
These would serve the expeditionary purpose for the Canadian Force, under CEFCOM, 
while Domestic Joint Task Forces, under CANCOM, would serve the Force Generation. 
Accepting the need to train 2 other Task Forces while 2 others would have just returned,  
means that our entire Army’s operational posture would revolve around six Task Forces.
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Individual Training 
Call a spade a spade: If a soldier is what we need, then a soldier is what we must shape50. 
Thus, although the basic military qualification is a step in the right direction, it is too shy. 
As such, if we are serious about the contemporary operating environment, every member 
of the CF needs to become a Soldier, not simply to pretend being one for thirteen weeks. 
As when joining the Marine Corps, every CF member needs to become not land capable, 
but land proficient both in terms of individual and collective training and operating skills, 
to include combat intensive physical fitness, martial arts and even urban obstacle courses. 
This means that it has to become not only the philosophical and moral foundation of all 
our enrolees, but their initial three-year term of service as new Canadian Force members.  
Within that initial three-year term of service, full-time CF-members would be deployed 
and part-time CF-members would be offered the opportunity to do so on a full time basis.  

e-Soldiers’ Spiral Career Management Scheme
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Spiral Career Management Scheme
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Following their initial three-year as infantry soldiers, CF members would be offered any 
opportunity within the Canadian Force, on an internal-market competitive-based sense.  
As such, having enrolled in the CF, a full-time member, having served and deployed 
within an initial three-year term of service could apply for any employment within the 
CF. One applying to become a computer technician for example, would be sent back to 
educate and to pursue a sponsored two-year community college program followed by a 
mandatory term of service of 3 or 6 years depending on the program and CF investment. 
Officers would also have served their first three-year term of service as infantry soldiers 
and would be selected competitively to attend RMC or University before commissioning. 
Specialists would be hired directly as professionals or technicians, no longer as Officers. 
Rank would become a matter of competence-based competitions, of respect and of pride. 
This career scheme would actually be a better return on investment than our current one. 
This is a tribute to all those majors and warrants who only wear the Canadian Decoration 
that would become a thing of the past. Operational tours would become institutionalised, 
as physical fitness or individual training curriculum, would be necessary for promotions. 
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Sic: “The most effective changes acknowledge that the management of people counts51”.   
This career scheme is quite consistent with the CF core business of defending Canada. 
Consider for example that a full education system already exists outside of the military, 
so why should we, the military, invest in our own technical schools other than those not 
offered anywhere else than in the military that are quintessential to our force generation? 
Indeed, why should the CF invest and maintain a cook’s school or our own police school? 
We could send selected military police candidates to the Royal Canadian Mounted Police 
Academy in Regina for six months, which would make it much easier for inter-agency52. 
And the Royal Canadian Mounted Police could be sending snipers and EOD technicians 
to our Centers of Excellence, specialising in those CF distinctive military competencies53. 
Hence, only military core competencies need maintain schools as Centers of Excellence: 
Infantry School in Gagetown, Armoured School in Wainwright, Artillery School in Shilo,  
Airborne, Amphibious and Special Warfare School in Trenton, Recce, Engineer School 
as well as Tactical Helo / Aviation School in Gagetown, Logistics School in Borden, as 
well as Communications / IO, CIMIC, PSYOPS and Intelligence Schools in Kingston. 
These would be recognized nationally as Centers of Excellence and provide individual 
training and distance learning curriculum to all corporals and above within our Army, 
while soldiers would be enrolled and soldier trained locally within respective task forces. 
And Commanders would be maintaining individual battle test standards as we do today. 
For every other individual training requirement as the commercial goes, there’s VISA®, 
and we could simply outsource non-military specific education and individual training 
back into some of the world’s best education systems: Canada’s schools and universities.   
 
This approach raises many questions as to where we should draw the line and as to what 
constitutes core military capabilities versus non-core military competencies, for example: 
Should we maintain a public affairs school? Is this skill purely military? If not, than No! 
How about diving school? How about Freefall School? Well, you might be interested in 
knowing that even our Canadian Special Force employs civilian contractors in the U.S.! 
Now this raises another interesting question with regards to Canadians’ return on dollars 
since the CF Land Advance Warfare Center in Trenton also provides freefall training54!? 
This example illustrates the numerous systemic inefficiencies found within CF individual 
training and an audit by the Chief of Review Services found that55, amongst the principal 
departmental expenditures, that individual training represented somewhere up to 13% of 
the entire DND and CF operating budget, the problem being that it is much disintegrated, 
and with currently no formal authority in charge, individual training has become critical 
to ensure both the success of force expansion and our sustainement through regeneration. 
 
The fundamental ideas behind shifting paradigms with regards to individual training are 
three fold: First, we need soldiers and soldering is not learned in 13 weeks or in school... 
Thus, if all CF members must be proficient in land operations, than all must be e-Soldiers 
and serve three-year initial terms of service, including one operational deployment before 
having the opportunity of a lifetime within the Canadian Force’s own competitive market. 
One might argue that the cost of doing so would be significant in the short-term, but that 
would be offset over medium to long-term, by reducing overall CF institutional friction...  
Second, the traditional way of delivering individual training within the CF is quite simply 
too heavy on the institutional side: Managing seventy-three (73) schools is way too many 
a burden to carry for an institution unable to sustain its own and regenerate its leadership.  
This is true especially of the infrastructure, maintenance and operations costs for these. 
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Finally, there are significant cost savings and economies of scales to be had if we take on 
the tough decisions of focusing on our core business and distinctive competencies presto, 
while leveraging opportunities that exist overall within Canada’s great education systems. 
Our issue is mostly about people, not so much about money, so let’s buy some education. 
 
Collective Training 
Now if there is one area that is clearly a distinctive military competency it is this one: 
Collective military training is unique and is the thing that really makes the difference.  
This is really where the bulk of the Force Generation system comes together, where the 
cement becomes firm and sets upon the units and formations passing through the process. 
If we can send our military police candidates to Regina to the RCMP academy, we cannot 
send our military police platoons or companies to that academy to practice the real thing. 
If we can outsource simulated individual training or some civilian equivalent courses to 
good Canadian companies in the distributed learning and on-site instruction business, we 
cannot send a squad, section or platoon downtown for such a collective training regimen. 
Well you might point the occasional event when a platoon of logistician-soldiers was sent 
out to a paintball plaza to supposedly practice their collective training drills because their 
was limited training grounds left, but one could seriously question the validity of such a 
collective training regimen56. In fact, this illustrates how much we have lost our ways in 
recent years when the CF core business is sometimes being contracted out to companies. 
Of course, there are some elements of collective training which can be out-sourced, but 
the essence of the idea is to highlight the crucial importance of our CF collective training. 
Indeed, if collective training is outsourced, there ought to be barely anything military left. 
Now the simple challenge with collective training is the following: Until such time when 
a new adhoc structure or Task Force is established with a designated mission in mind, the 
regimental units going through collective training are stovepipes at best; mostly obsolete.  
 
Let us measure the implication of this observation: Indeed, sections, platoons, companies, 
battalions and brigades are the traditional regimental composition of our Canadian Army. 
But even within an infantry battalion, a mounted or dismounted-light company would not 
necessarily train with the other companies within that battalion until a battalion exercise.  
And infantry recce troops and snipers would not have trained with armoured recce troops, 
artillery recce or engineer recce until a brigade exercise was held; when was the last one? 
The point is simply that we generate traditional structures, based on history and heritage, 
along occupational lines, which only serves per se in-garrison and occasionally, at home.  
Case in point: Battalions and Regiments have been deployed during the Manitoba floods 
but the last integral battalion-size Regiment to deploy overseas was the Airborne in 1992.  
Furthermore, another interesting paradox with the standing-up of our Canada Command, 
is that it employs Joint Task Force constructs for the contingency of domestic operations, 
while the Canadian Expeditionary Command also deploys Joint Task Forces overseas... 
Hence, this leaves the traditional ‘regimental’ structures hanging on to Force Generation. 
 
As such, this entails coordination intensive activities, creating important transaction costs 
and friction that arise from continuous aggregating and disaggregating of force packages. 
In other words, we generate and collectively train in-garrison, companies, battalions and 
brigades, only to deconstruct them once a mission is determined, recreating a Task Force. 
No wonder our troops are somewhat getting tired of training one way all year in-garrison 
and then of re-training collectively again in another way, essentially with the same folks! 
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And there goes the argument of regimental cohesion that in reality simply does not exist. 
Indeed, once we have a company structured and worked up after some two years training, 
then comes the order to disaggregate company as to aggregate in a new Joint Task Force. 
Anybody stating that our current regimental system is breading cohesion is confusing that 
idea with corruption: Regiments are not generating operational forces but garrison forces.  
Collective training must become our Canadian Force’s premier Force Generation engine.  
 
Indeed, we ought quite literally to train as we fight and then, to walk that talking...   
As such, if we really intend to train as we fight then form should further follow function, 
the function being the fight (i.e.: Afghanistan); the form being the force we will deploy. 
Hence, the collective training regimen should not only incur once a mission is assigned,  
a new task force is established and then a mission specific training regimen is followed. 
Collective training should start the day a CF member joins his assigned task force upon 
graduation from basic infantry school, in lieu of the basic military qualification, and be 
integral to the yearly training calendar, which implies permanently standing task forces. 
The smallest building block of these ‘New Regiments’ or standing task forces would be 
company-groups with all the integral support and assets they require to be operational, 
akin to their current structure as Forward Operating Bases now standing in Kandahar57. 
These company-groups would be occupation-centric, say infantry company group, or 
recce or armoured squadron group, artillery battery group or engineer squadron group, 
constituting combat teams within task force constructs the size of current battle groups. 
These company group combat teams would be constituted of the same individuals for a 
three-year cycle time, from which they would aggregate, train, deploy and disaggregate 
back into the individual training system for professional development upon their return. 
 
There would be no such thing as in-garrison company groups. On a regular schedule, a 
company-group would start its workweek on Monday mornings with the signing of all 
weapons, vehicle inspections and preparations for weeklong field exercises and drills... 
The company-group would then deploy to a forward operating base and conduct squad, 
section, platoon and company drills and tactical exercises until returning to base by foot 
for Thursday afternoon only to clean-up gear and head home for a well-earned 3 day off. 
This would take place every second week in a month, from April one year to next April, 
and every other week, simulated exercises and basic level drills would be practiced daily. 
On a reserve schedule, a company group would start its weekend on Thursday afternoon 
once every month, with the signing of all weapons, vehicle inspections and preparations 
for weekend-long field exercises and drills. The company-group would then deploy to a 
forward operating base and conduct squad, section, platoon and company drills, tactical 
exercises until returning to base by foot Sunday afternoon, clean-up gear and head home. 
Regular and reserve schedules would also be combined every three-month for affiliation: 
Part-time company-groups would be affiliated to full-time company-groups, which could 
provide for observer-controllers as well as tactical training and for operational mentoring. 
 
Today’s reserve battalions or regiments are actually nothing more than company-groups 
and as regular units are concerned, keeping company-groups integral will be challenging 
enough that individuals due for training will need to be assigned to Area Training Center. 
Managing vehicles and specialised equipment might become challenging, but remember 
that infantry soldiers would be just that and as such, corporals would be specialised in all 
those other aspects like manning the LAV, specialised company weapons and platforms,  
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acting as recce, engineer, artillery, logistic, medical; all these other crucial enablers where 
soldering skills would be granted after the members would have themselves served a tour.   
Hence, there are many ways of fostering synergy if only we think beyond our cap badges. 
Task forces would employ the same fielding scheme and exercise with company-groups. 
And each Land Force Area would retain two crucial and fully manned entities: An Area 
Individual Training Center, that are currently undermanned and that would manage the 
entire individual training for all, and a new Area Collective Training Center that would be 
composed of integral opposing force, observer-controllers, range staff and safety officers, 
operationally experienced mentors, collective simulator operators, technicians and staff. 
 
Implicitly, this means that we will need to re-role a battalion headquarters to become the 
new Area’s Collective Training Centers but since this third battalion is already empty… 
Another effect is that there would be limited requirement for garrison kitchen namely, as    
field kitchens would be deployed every time with their respective company groups and 
Task Forces and the same would be true of base transport as troops would be marching. 
Only essential garrison services like: Infrastructure, general support maintenance, quarter 
masters and transport, base medical clinic and medevac helicopters, garrison security and 
a small administrative headquarters would be maintained “in-garrison”. Everybody else 
in the Army would get to go out to train as they would fight: Is your paradigm shifting?! 
 
You might be further interested in knowing that out of four Land Force Areas, two are 
actually deconstructing units in-garrison in order to recreate a sorts of Area Individual 
Training Center for the summer timeframe in order to support the training of Reserves. 
Additionally, battalion headquarters in regeneration often serve as exercise control for 
Area Collective Training Exercises for the purpose of force generating our Task Forces. 
Hence, our current ‘Regimental system’ has become an institutionally inherited problem.        
These somewhat simplistic examples however, demonstrate fundamental in optimisation 
that has something to do with structure, but which is fundamentally about management.  
Indeed, optimising structure alone to avoid friction and transaction costs is not likely to 
resolve the systemic issues plaguing the current CF force generation, such as presented.   
 
Organisational Overhead 
You will recall that we are mathematically able to produce a land output of 5 200 troops 
in a year and this in fact consists of 2 Task Forces deployed for six-months within a year. 
As such, we have just resolved the mathematical enigma we set out in our introduction so 
how can we optimise our current posture in order to support and sustain that output then? 
The real issue has to return either to our overheadquarters, training or garrison cadres, as 
to target organisational inefficiencies to be reinvested towards operational effectiveness. 
For Task Forces to become our new force generation and force employment posture with 
the view of minimising transaction costs and friction, then coordination agencies should 
be proportionally diminished, which then directly targets the 20% overheadquarters ratio. 
You will recall that all elements of the Canadian Force need to be on the solution table… 
Hence, in the Domestic sense, land force areas and maritime regions should become the 
basis for Joint Task Force HQs, while in the Expeditionary sense, brigade headquarters 
should become the basis for Joint Task Force NCE and of which we basically need three. 
We should also retain 1 CAD as the air assets coordination center, offsetting the air staff. 
Hence, each DJTF and EJTF would possess a standing cadre to ensure its own readiness.  
This new CF posture would essentially optimise our organisational overhead; or burn fat. 
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Now picture this: The Canadian Force is not really fat in the sense of carrying overweight 
at the waist. In fact, we are pretty lean at that level, in terms of having big arms and legs. 
We are quite short in perspective of the actual major muscle groups: Operational Forces. 
Actually we are fat principally at the head level58, thus the expression overheadquarters. 
If you consider that the entire United States Marine Corps is still larger in effective and 
probably more potential in effectiveness, it still relies on a smaller overall headquarters. 
This is where we need to fundamentally look at things differently than we have ever done 
while challenging many layers of accepted institutional rhetoric and faulty assumptions. 
Starting off, to optimise our posture, everything in the CF must be on the solution table. 
In other words, having previously reinvested land force area and brigade headquarters to 
respectively CANCOM and CEFCOM for the dual purpose of generating as we deploy, 
then what is left-over are the force generator headquarters and force sustainers overhead. 
Furthermore, consider that establishing an Area Collective Training Center would offset  
a Battalion headquarters per area, means that the six Battalions left would become EJTFs. 
As for the Army headquarters, other than overseeing individual and collective training, 
there is virtually no other core business incumbent upon this level of headquarters, akin 
the Navy or Air Force headquarters, which would have then become only force managers. 

Original
(Now in-Garrison)
• LFA HQ
• CMBG HQ
• 1st Inf Bn
• 2nd Inf Bn
• 3rd Inf Bn
• Armd Regt
• Arty Regt
• Engr Regt
• Avn Regt
• ASG HQ
• Svcs Bn
• Fd Amb
• CIMIC Coy
• Int Coy

Task Force – 1
(Expeditionnary)

• EJTF NCE
• LAV Coy
• LPV Coy
• Light Coy
• Recce Sqn
• Bty & UAV
• Cbt & Const
• Avn Sqn
• NSE
• FSG
• Med Pon
• CIMIC Pon
• Int Pon

e-Generation Objective Optimised Outputs 
Task Force –2

(Domestic)
• DJTF HQ

• LAV Coy
• LPV Coy
• Light Coy
• Recce Sqn
• Bty & UAV
• Cbt & Const
• Avn Sqn
• NSE
• FSG
• Med Pon
• CIMIC Pon
• Int Pon

Operational
(Afghanistan)

• DOM
• NCE
• BG HQ
• PRT
• MLOT
• ISTAR
• IFCC
• ESU
• ASCC
• NSE
• FSG
• ASC
• IOCC
• ASIC
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1 Year Cycles  
As such, we already have 6 Domestic Joint Task Forces standing for this key purpose and 
we annually generate, according to the revised Army Managed Readiness Plan that takes 
into account the current commitment of 2 571 in the Afghan Operation, four TFs for the 
purpose of our expeditionary operations; two TF for six month tours, two high readiness. 
We also produce 2 Naval Task Groups and various disintegrated Aviation Task Groups. 
The remaining of the Canadian Force is either not involved in outputs production per se, 
or is involved somewhere outside the value chain, in headquarters, training or garrison… 
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Shifting paradigms in terms of delivering individual training and accepting that every CF 
member will first serve an initial three-year tour as infantry, which comes from ‘infant’ 
meaning that it was originally in the roman context intended for the young and healthy, 
individual training would solely be incumbent upon the Army as the Soldier Generator. 
Both the Navy and Air Force would retain individual specific and specialty training, but 
at least 50% of our 73 schools in the Canadian Force could be closed out and outsourced. 
Obviously, this would entail a significant funding envelope, which would be constituted 
of the equivalent divestment we currently make in infrastructure and equipment for these. 
This would imply another tough strategic management decision of clearing infrastructure, 
which would also have a second order effect on a larger portion of our in-garrison cadre. 
Individuals due for training, would be sent back either to educate themselves in society, 
or be affected either physically or virtually to our core business Centers of Excellence, 
thus also freeing their respective unit of the burden of virtually administrating absentees. 
Hence, in our current brigade structure and to support force expansion, one area training 
center already exists that is undermanned for current production, but one battalion HQ is 
often effectively dissolved by the fact that most if not all of its effective is out to school. 
Factor-in a 15% left-out –of-battle ratio that should be administered by Health Services, 
and we’ve just freed up three entire battalion cadres that can now be reinvested to effect.  
 
Now CF collective training is probably as mentioned before, the closest thing to our core 
business, as if we can outsource individual training, collective training is really crucial. 
Ironically, in each area although there is an individual training structure in place, there 
lacks a collective structure. Some areas have developed collective training simulation 
centers and each base has a range staff of sorts but save for Wainwright that now houses 
the Canadian Manoeuvre and Training Center, and save for a small G7 headquarters staff 
and parts of the Land Force Training System, no local organisation oversees collectively. 
This is highlighted by the fact that another battalion within a typical brigade is regularly 
assigned to either act as exercise control, opposing force, observer-controllers or safeties, 
which indicates the standing need for an area collective training center akin to the AITC. 
Finally, assigning each of the six manoeuvre units of our current brigade posture to our 
new proposed posture, means dismantling three Battalions and re-assigning their people 
to a standing area collective training center (ACTC) deemed crucial to train as we fight. 
 
In this perspective, we now have found where most of the real organisational fat resides. 
If brigade headquarters become expeditionary task forces’ national command elements 
and if land force areas and maritime areas become domestic task forces’ headquarters, 
then the Navy and Army headquarters have more or less become obsolete operationally. 
Furthermore, since there are numerous assistant-deputy ministers taking care of CF force 
sustainement activities supporting the CF value chain, such as human resources and etc., 
then we can redistribute the Army’s personnel policy branch, or close ADM (HR-Mil)... 
The larger strategic issue is simply that we cannot have it both ways, holding desperately 
to our traditional bureaucratic structures while maintaining our new CF kids on the block, 
namely CANCOM, CEFCOM, SOFCOM, OSCOM... Furthermore, there are significant 
levels of strategic headquarters in NDHQ between ADMs, SJS, and force generators, that 
it creates friction in itself. Reducing our training cadre by exploring and exploiting great 
opportunities, inter-agency synergies and civilian partnerships would further reduce our 
20% in the training cadre while sensitive but quintessential political decisions must be 
taken to substantially reduce the infrastructure burden and garrison weight of the CF.      
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Executive Edge 
As with most other things in life, there is a significant gap between the theoretical models 
and their practical execution; therein also lies the key challenge of the management field.  
Simply put, from a conceptual perspective, it might look easy to design a new generation 
model for our military but the real challenge is actually about implementation / execution. 
It was W. Wilson that first established the importance of execution through management. 
As the popular saying quite rightly says: “The devil is in the details” so is it with this one. 
Interestingly however, if you look at the quantity and quality of knowledge our institution 
has available today, the value of our CF human capital, the popular Canadian support, our 
experienced leadership; all those intangible things that are making the system work today, 
we should not be concerned with the fact that we possess the solutions to most of our ills. 
The issue is not about the availability and workability of potential and plausible solutions, 
like great visions and ideas, but really about institutional implementation and integration. 
We can take any model today, say the Army managed readiness plan and blame it for our 
poor execution, or for many other institutionalised problems, that it will be bound to fail. 
Hence, the issue is double: Getting the model right (which I am not proposing the AMRP 
is a great example of: It is based on establishment or position, not on effective or people), 
and once we have an optimized model, actually delivering with discipline according to it. 
And if we never get to it the way we should, can we really blame the model for cultural 
inertia and bureaucratic barriers? The point is that we need to get into executive business. 
 
In the following analysis, we will propose an objective optimized force generation model, 
that is to say, starting with our objective in mind as to defend Canada and its interests, we 
will present our established force posture today, then break down to its organic sub-unit 
level in order to reflect upon the dichotomy between force generation and employment. 
Based on the matrix analysis of our current posture versus our current afghan operation, 
we will optimize our posture to better align with our purpose, not with our old processes. 
Simply put, this optimization analysis is premised on the fact that form follows function, 
whereas our current posture is nothing less than traditions superimposed onto operations.  
We must strive to better focus on operations and then to design our posture accordingly. 
In other words, this analysis will take the current Afghanistan experience as benchmark.  
However, as stated in the preceding paragraph, it can be easy to blame this conceptual 
analysis for lacking to recognize issues it is not intended to acknowledge, yet even fix.  
Indeed: “There is nothing more difficult to carry out, nor more doubtful of success, nor 
more dangerous to handle, than to initiate a new order of things. For the reformer has 
enemies in all those who profit by the old order, and only lukewarm defenders in all those 
who would profit by the new order …(because of) the incredulity of mankind, who do not 
truly believe in anything new until they have had actual experience of it” - Machiavelli. 
This is all about cultural resistance to change while transformation must be fundamental.  
Sacred cows are only sacred until their time has come for sacrifice: Then comes another. 
 
As such, executing the model we propose as follows, is a matter of both leadership and 
management: One of getting people on board acknowledging that our posture is broken, 
and then of getting things done down into the smallest of details, however, expediently.   
Indeed, as of April 2007, Task Force 3-06 having returned from Afghanistan, should be 
the first such standing Task Force to be formed as being the newest of new Regiments 
and as being the first spiral into an incremental / experimental CF posture transformation. 
The absence however of an integrated Defence Capabilities Plan hampers CF proactivity.  
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Conclusion 
“At the dawn of the 21st century, Canada faces a complex array of security challenges; 
the world remains an unpredictable and perilous place, where threats to our well-being, 
our interests and values persist. In this dangerous environment, Canadians look to their 
government for reassurance and protection59”. Hence, the Canadian Force raison d’être, 
that is to defend Canada and its interests. As such, the Canadian Force’s posture is only a 
means to this end, and the way we conduct business can be optimised at any time by us...  
It is up to us, the professionals in the CF uniform serving today, great men and women, to 
find our new way in this dangerous operating environment in order to maximise our own 
chances of survival and Canada’s chances of keeping its hard earned place in the World. 
And this cannot be pre-determined by historical means or inherited institutionalised ways.  
Politicians ought to trust in us, that we have the best housekeeping service in Canada and 
that we tackle those real tough strategic management decisions that affect the operational 
effectiveness and strategic efficiency of each and every Canadians’ Defence tax dollar... 
There is a dual imperative to pursue transformational rationalisation and consolidation: 
That imposed by our current and future operational engagement for the sake of our great 
sons and daughters serving Canada, and that of Canadians generously supporting them.     
In the near future, beyond our current operations throughout the world, the challenge for 
the Canadian Force will be of generating optimised force packages that will maximise 
both operational effectiveness and strategic efficiency, as when every round will count.  
This is a matter of strategic thinking, of pragmatism and of good strategic management.  
 
Sacred cows are only sacred until their time has come for sacrifice: Then comes another. 
Hence, like in making an omelette, which doesn’t happen without breaking some eggs, 
we need to fundamentally revisit, think through and challenge our institutional rhetoric.  
Indeed, having found our higher purpose, we basically need to reverse engineer from the 
force packages required to achieve that outcome and redesign our processes and posture. 
Furthermore, this can and will only happen through and thanks to extraordinary people, 
but this has to be followed by much more than simply our corporate slogans and t-shirts. 
In order to fundamentally transform, changing Human Resources Management is key60. 
From that crucial understanding further follows hard lessons learned, or being relearned:  
Cohesion, generated through collective training as we fight, is operational effectiveness, 
and adhoc postures simply do not work to optimise this crucial operational effectiveness; 
the fact that each and every member of the Canadian Force needs to be proficient in the 
Land environment and thus, necessity for a CF basic infantry career management scheme; 
and the fact that based on these lessons learned, we need to optimise strategic efficiency 
so that every round and defence dollar really counts, so that we have to cut through some 
of our institutional and organisational trans fats as to become much more lean and mean; 
and that this is entirely up to us serving Canada today: It really is about our own morale. 
Hence comes the argument for house cleaning and house keeping as in management, as  
to ensure that our hefty transactional costs and our significant transformational left-overs, 
not to say hang-overs, are dealt with expediently as we cannot carry much fat at this pace. 
Operational tempo arising from our Afghanistan commitment is creating this imperative 
and the success of sustained operations there, or elsewhere in the world, ultimately rests 
with the operationally effective and strategically efficient generation of force packages.       
And it is incumbent upon us, great military leaders, to become better military managers: 
Napoleon would not have made it if it hadn’t been for his concern over the horses’ shoes. 
In our case, our number one horse is quite simply too fat and not much of an athlete at all. 
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Strategic Summary 
Operations are but the output of an entire defence strategic management continuum that 
also constitutes the Canadian Force value chain; they do not happen in and of themselves. 
There is actually force development, which needs to be much more aggressive and based 
on real-life lessons learned, that drives force generation, which in itself, is plagued with 
numerous issues ranging from poor management, poor foresight, to lack of integration of 
the individual training, to structural problems leading to high transaction costs or friction, 
to accepted assumptions and implicit paradigms that basically preamp creative solutions. 
All these layers of institutional rhetoric need fundamental revisiting as to challenge their 
standing assumptions with objectivity, doing away with our more traditional subjectivity. 
Namely, this is the case of our entire force generation: Individual and collective training. 
Indeed, we cannot do this intuitively, as the exponential complexity of 2nd and 3rd order 
effects and issues currently demonstrates by the recurring and growing problems we face, 
especially in generating operationally effective and strategically efficient force packages.  
Simply put: From our objective, we need to optimize our CF organisational output.   
 
In order to do so, we propose an incremental / experimental process of force development 
that based on three-year spirals, would essentially leverage our real life lessons learned… 
Amongst these lessons are three more significant ones that have fundamental implications 
on our people, processes and posture, which ought to be aligned with our higher purpose. 
Indeed, all CF members must be proficient in the land environment and serve their initial 
three-year engagement in the CF as infantry soldiers, including one operational mission. 
Also, we have yet to exploit new creative ways of generating optimised force packages, 
focused on training the way we fight, cutting down on transaction costs and self-imposed 
coordination-friction, in order to maximise the efficient use of our own limited resources.   
Finally, adhoc doesn’t work to cement cohesion and our current mechanism for breading 
this essential enabler of combat cohesion is an obsolete ‘in-garrison’ regimental system, 
which breads more corruption than cohesion, and where key enablers are not integrated. 
Furthermore, we must continuously disaggregate and aggregate between regiments and 
battalions in order to produce our maximal force generation potential of two Task Forces. 
These essentially point to the need to redesign the Canadian Force posture around Lean® 
Joint Task Forces construct, instituted by the advent of new force employers: CANCOM 
and CEFCOM not only for domestic & expeditionary operations but Force Generation61.      
This CF redesigning should take an incremental / experimental approach starting as soon 
as April 2007 with the return of TF 3-06 from Afghanistan, spiralling the development of 
this Joint Task Forces’ posture and processes around people, achieving a higher purpose.   
 
Heck, we might even need to change the National Defence Act: So who leads in the CF? 
In fact, this is much more about strategic management and how we actually make it there, 
than about strategic leadership, for we essentially know what Canadians expect of the CF. 
We need to fundamentally think through and strategically manage our limited resources 
in order to achieve both the maximum operational effectiveness and strategic efficiency. 
This is the cold hard fact of life in our Canadian context and this is not yet another great 
Canadian compromise, as maximising the usage of our resources is more likely in fact to 
lead to the maximising of our combat power as when each and every single round counts. 
Every time we fire, we basically need to hit the target head on! No bullshit, no nonsense... 
So, do we have the leadership guts, the management wherewithal and Canada’s support?   
I believe this is a great time for the Canadian Force, that is, only if we seize the day now!  
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